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Overview of English General Senior
Syllabus Units 3 & 4
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“The reforms are the biggest
change to senior education in
more than 40 years.”
– qed.qld.gov.au

Course structure

Each unit has been developed with a notional time of 55 hours of teaching
and learning, including assessment.

Pedagogical and Conceptual
Framework

Language in use
model
(or Context‘Education in the discipline
of English
Text) – in Queensland
offers students ways of thinking
about,
syllabuses since 1987.

creating and engaging with texts and
how they represent the world and
human experience. The framework for
the subject’s interrelated objectives is
informed by an understanding of the
relationships between language, text,
purpose, context and audience, and
how these relationships shape meaning
and perspectives.’ (QCAA, 2019, p. 9)

Pedagogical and Conceptual
Framework
Purpose & genre
Register
(Field & subject matter;
Roles & Relationships;
Mode)

Language use in
texts

Explicitly
developed
in Books 1
and 2.

Chapter 1: Preparing students to study
Units 3 & 4
Example: writing

• Language-in-use model reviewed
• Study skills for English – linked to
cognitive verbs
• Reading frames reviewed

process applicable
to assignments
and exams

Tailored for
each internal
assessment task
and external
exam.

Reading
frames

Unit 3
Textual connections
Topic 1: Conversations about
concepts in texts
Study two texts
• connected by the
representation of concepts,
identities, times and places
• OR transformations or
adaptations
Topic 2: Conversations about
issues in texts
Students analyse different
perspectives by examining
representations of the same
issue in different texts.

Chapters 2: Overview
Chapters 4, 5, 6:
Optional comparative
studies
Chapter 7: Internal
assessment 1 (Public
writing)
Chapter 3: Overview
Chapter 8: Issue in
media (‘Mass
Surveillance’)
Chapter 9: Internal
assessment 2
(Persuasive speaking)

Summary
of new
subject
matter

Wide range of prescribed
texts used

Unit Requirements – Unit 3
In Unit 3, students must be given opportunities to engage in a
study of:
 at least one literary text from the prescribed text list and
another text that may be literary or non-literary.
 media texts, such as mass media texts, social media texts,
news and current affairs, advertising, YouTube, social
commentary, blogs, vlogs, podcasts, essays, speeches,
popular culture texts, journal and feature articles.
Across Units 3 and 4, students must study at least four texts
from the prescribed text list - include three of the following
four categories:
 one complete play
 one complete prose text (novel or non-fiction or a collection
of short stories)
 a selection of poetry (at least five poems)
 multimodal text (film, television program, documentary).
Other types of texts that students could study include:
interpretations of literary texts; live performances; graphic
novels and digital stories.

Unit 4
Close study of literary texts
Topic 1: Creative responses to literary
texts
By engaging with literary texts, students
experiment with innovative and
imaginative use of language, style, and
textual elements in order to create their
own imaginative texts that promote
emotional and critical reactions in
readers.
Topic 2: Critical responses to literary
texts
Through a close study of a literary text
and various interpretations of it,
students strengthen their capacity to
develop their own analytical response
to it.

Chapter 10:
Close study of
short stories
Chapter 11:
Internal
assessment 3
(creative
response)
Chapter 12:
guide to close
study; guides to
ALL external
texts
Chapter 13:
External exam

Summary
of new
subject
matter

Unit Requirements – Unit 4
Additional to requirements outlined for Unit 3:
 In Unit 4, students must be given
opportunities to engage in a study of at least
two literary texts from the prescribed text
list (selected from a play, a prose text, a
selection of poetry or a multimodal text
such as a film or television programs).
 The text for Topic 2: Critical responses to
literary texts will be the focus of the external
assessment and will be chosen from a text
list published by the QCAA.

English for Queensland Units 3 and 4
• Book 2 is built around the syllabus
resource requirements
• Chapters are designed around
specific texts –mainly from the
prescribed text list
• BUT: these texts can be the focus OR
used as models alongside the text/s
chosen by the school.
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Review of internal and external
assessments for Units 3 & 4

Assessment

Units 3 & 4

• Assessments are summative in Units 3 and 4.
• Students will complete a total of four summative assessments —
three internal and one external. All four count towards their final
mark in the subject.
• Schools develop three internal assessments, based on the
learning described in Units 3 and 4 of the syllabus.
Unit 3
1 Extended response –
written response for a
public audience (25%)

Unit 4
3 Examination –
imaginative written
response (25%)

2 Extended response –
persuasive spoken
response (25%)

4

Examination – analytical
written response (25%)

Assessment Units 3 and 4
Syllabus

Book 2: Proposed assessment

IA1: Extended
Compositional analysis (comparative) –
Chapter 12 explicitly
responsemodels
– writtentwo types
stepping
of stone to EA; adaptable for
response for a pubic
screen or print; can adapt language for
analytical essay
–
audience
different social context

interpretation-style

IA2: Extended
Spoken persuasive response –
(invited reading) and
response – persuasive adaptable for live or recorded; incl.
critical response-style
spoken response
close analysis of speech to UN with
(resistant reading)
focus on paralanguage (gesture, facial
expression etc)
IA3: Examination –
imaginative written
response

Narrative intervention OR short story
spring boarding from text studied

EA: Examination –
analytical written
response

• Review of analytical essay
(Interpretation style) from Book 1
• Modelling of analytical essay
(Critical Response style)
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An introduction to Oxford’s new series
English for Queensland Units 3 & 4

Our goal for this series is to:
• support teachers and students through a massive
period of change
• provide a set of resources that give students of all
abilities the chance to experience real success in English
• offer the best content and the most
valuable and practical support
materials for assessment.

Top 5 things to know about Oxford’s new
English resources

1
We offer
complete
syllabus
coverage

• All subject matter in the
syllabus has been included
and ordered sequentially to
help scaffold learning
• Chapter openers make
explicit links to syllabus
• For Unit 4: coverage of ALL
eight prescribed external
exam texts
• If it’s covered in the
syllabus, it’s covered in our
book!

Top 5 things to know about Oxford’s
new English resources

2
We offer
depth, rigour
and detail

• The series provides depth and
rigour – explicit discussion and
explanation of key genres,
language, inferring and
interpreting processes,
cognitive verbs
• Everything you need to teach
the new course is provided
across our range of print and
digital resources
• Enrichment and
differentiation material is
provided via our digital
platform (or is clearly marked
in the Student books)

Top 5 things to know about Oxford’s new
English resources

3
Our resources
are easier to
use and more
accessible than
ever before

• A section-based approach to
ensures our Student books
are easier to navigate; used
clear, concise, instructional
language throughout; graphic
organisers (i.e. tables, dot
points, flowcharts) and
images used wherever
relevant
• Built in opportunities for
teachers to support and
challenge students of all
abilities
• A bright, attractive and
functional design.

Top 5 things to know about Oxford’s new
English resources

4
We offer
more recent,
relevant,
engaging and
ageappropriate
content

• Within the framework of the
syllabus resource
requirements:
• Selected issues and concepts
which are relevant to students
in the 21st century
• Provide options for traditional
or more digitally oriented
assessment tasks
• Provide study strategies to
assist students to engage in
more complex tasks.

Top 5 things to know about Oxford’s new
English resources
5
We focus
explicitly on
the
development
of skills and
provide
support for
assessment
tasks

• Comprehension and
composition skills and
processes are developed
explicitly across Books 1 and
2.
• Explicit focus on structural
and language requirements
of internal and external
assessment tasks
• Explicit connections to
cognitive processes (verbs)
provided.

English toolkit

The English Toolkit is
stand-alone reference
chapter that appears at
the end of the texbook. It
includes:
• Frameworks for
analysing and
comparing texts
• Notemaking and
inferring guides
• Planning guides and
templates
• Assessment checklists
and feedback guides

A quick tour of our new Student books

Chapter openers
Each chapter begins with a
chapter opener that
includes:
- focus questions
- explicit syllabus
alignment information
- list of texts studied in the
chapter & linked to
prescribed text list

Section-based approach

Content is
presented in
Sections. Each
section:
• is clearly labelled
and numbered
• is supported by
‘Your turn’
activities with
questions and
tasks that
consolidate
learning and
promote
independent
learning
• provides links to
additional digital
resources
offered on obook
assess.

Chapter features

Chapter features
include:
• transferrable,
consistent
frameworks
• margin glossary –
key terms bolded
in text and defined
on the page
• graphic
organisers, tables,
flowcharts and
illustrations –
reduce reliance on
text alone and
make content
more accessible.

Digital resources and purchasing
options

English for
Queensland
is supported
by a range
of additional
digital
resources,
including:
• obook
• assess
• Teacher
support.
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obook:
• is visually
integrated with
the printed
Student book –
enabling
students to
move
seamlessly
between print
and digital
products
• provides a
range of
additional
teacher and
student
resources.
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assess:
• provides
hundreds of
differentiated,
auto-marked
quiz questions,
ideal for
homework or inclass use
• questions are
aligned to the
syllabus and
graded for
different ability
levels.
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Teacher support may include:
• detailed teacher notes with syllabus connections and ideas
for teaching each chapter
• answers to EVERY question and activity in the Student book
• assess quizzes for every chapter
• Videos (TBC).
Students receive digital access for 2
years when purchasing print Student
books – ideal for revising Year 11
content in Year 12.

Schools that purchase Oxford
resources receive FREE print Student
Books for all teachers and ongoing
access to all digital resources and
teacher support.

Pricing
English for Queensland Units 3 & 4 (1st
edition)

Format

Price

Student book + obook assess

PRINT + DIGITAL

$49.95

Student obook assess

DIGITAL

$39.95

Student obook assess MULTI

DIGITAL

$49.95

Teacher obook assess*

DIGITAL

$299.95

Print book with 2 years‘ digital access included
Digital book with 2 years’ digital access included
Digital book that includes 3 x 2 years’ digital access
Digital book that includes access to additional teacher only
resources. Ongoing access.

* FREE ongoing access to Teacher obook assess with booklist or class set purchase

Digital renewal fees
Institution

$5 per student for an additional 15 months’ access
A service fee to support annual rollover of subscriptions

If your school has a different purchasing model, ask our team about options

Availability
English for Queensland
Units 3 & 4 (1st edition)

Samples

Final product

Student book + obook
assess
(print + digital)

Full page proofs (print)

November 2019

Student obook assess
(digital only)

Full page proofs (digital)

Teacher obook assess
(digital only)

Unit 3 – Topic 1
Chapters 1–7
•Teacher notes
• Student book answers

August 2019
November 2019

August 2019

October 2019

January 2020

